CEPA Focal Points Webinar

MY CEPA STORY

Supporting CEPA Activities for Wetland Protection and Conservation
Since 2014, I have been handling CEPA related tasks of the Bureau.
I first worked with our NGO counterpart- the Society for the Conservation of Philippine Wetlands in 2017 as part of the 2017 World Wetlands Day celebration.
In 2018, I attended a BioBlitz Activity of the SCPW as a Resource Person for RAWES.
Conducting RAWES around the vicinities of Taal Lake
I coordinate with Regional and NGO Focals and share my talents for conservation.
It’s time for wetland restoration

More than 35% of natural wetlands have been lost in the last 50 years. Your choices, your voices and your actions can trigger a restoration trend. Join #GenerationRestoration #ForWetlands
LIFE INTERLACED
WETLANDS AND PEOPLE
CARE = NURTURE = SUPPORT

World Wetlands Day
2 February 2024
Wetlands and Human Wellbeing
I am also privileged to work with the NGO focal - Ms. Amy Lecciones who also happens to be my mentor ever since I started collaborating with the SCPW.
Build your network - nationally and internationally. Make friends, have fun while saving wetlands!
Thank you!
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